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Two bits of wisdom(?) to keep in mind!

“[A]ll models are wrong, but some are useful”!
George E. P. Box!

“Nobody believes the simulation except the person who did it,!
everybody believes the experiment except the person who did it”!

Ancient CFD community proverb!
(see. A. Einstein for original theory vs. experimental proverb)!
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Synthetic Diagnostics Essential Component of 
Quantitative Code-Experiment Comparisons!

•  Need to compare predictions of turbulence characteristics, not just 
equilibrium profiles/fluxes, in order to build confidence in underlying 
physics models implemented in a given code!
–  Building this confidence  is essential if we want to extrapolate to future devices!

•  In order to do “apples-to-apples” “pi-to-pi” comparisons of simulation 
and experiment, need to not just model the turbulence, but also how a 
given diagnostic “sees” the turbulence!

•  This is done by creating a synthetic diagnostic which attempts to 
reproduce what the diagnostic would have seen had it observed the 
simulation fluctuations!

•  Two common components to a synthetic diagnostic:!
–  Accounting for spatiotemporal sensitivities: finite integration areas, times, 

sampling rates, wavenumber sensitivies, etc.!
–  Accounting for differences between simulation quantities (δne, eδϕ/Te, δTe etc.) 

and measured quantities (Isat, Vfloat, δI etc.)!



Outline: “worked” example for two core turbulence 
synthetic diagnostics using GYRO data!

•  Aim of this talk is to provide a concise overview of how 
one practically implements synthetic diagnostics, using 
the synthetic Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) and 
Correlation Electron Cyclotron Emission (CECE) 
diagnostics developed for core turbulence as examples!

•  Procedure for adapting to BOUT (or other codes) should 
be direct and clear at the end of the talk!

•  Will also quickly go over relevant bits of signal processing 
for calculating spectra and end with a few quick examples 
of edge-relevant synthetic diagnostic studies!
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Code-Experiment Turbulence Comparisons Should 
Always be Based on Statistical Analysis!

•  Basis for most code-code and code-experiment comparisons 
is various spectral power densities (and closely related 
coherency and cross-phase) calculated from a time window 
much longer than characteristic turbulence times (e.g. 
correlation times)!

•  The spectral approach is most appropriate/useful when 
turbulence saturates about some stationary average intensity!

•  If nonlinear state is highly intermittent or bursty, 
characterization via other measures such as probability 
distribution function are likely to be more useful than simple 
spectral analyses!
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Signal Processing and Statistical Analysis Literature Have Well-Defined 
Formulas for Accurately Calculating Measures and Their Uncertainties- 

Use Them!!
•  Two useful examples:!

–  E. J. Powers, J. Y. Hong, Ch. P. Ritz, “Applied Digital Time Series Analysis”!
–  J. S. Bendat and A. G. Piersol, “Random Data Analysis and Measurement 

Procedures”!

•  Key idea: break entire time record into N subsegments, use ensemble statistics 
of spectra calculated from subsegments to calculate best estimates of mean and 
variance.  !

•  E.g. for cross-spectrum Sxy(f) = <X*(f)Y(f)>, generally quote results as !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !where!
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Example: synthetic BES & CECE!

•  BES overview!
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Example: synthetic BES & CECE!
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•  IDL post processing tool written to generate synthetic BES array; PSF form taken from 
calculation by M. Shafer!

•  Tool first interpolates PSF data (generated !
!on a regularly spaced (R,Z) grid) onto !
!a grid compatible with GYRO data !
!(which uses a field-line following !
!(r,θ,α) coordinate system)!
! !!

•  At each time point of interest, record !
–  Synthetic signal defined as!

–  GYRO signal at gridpoint closest to nominal BES location (term this signal the 
unfiltered GYRO signal in this poster)!

•  Because GYRO calculates fluctuations in co-rotating reference frame, must transform 
data back into the lab reference frame.  Linear interpolation is used to increase the 
effective time resolution (equivalent to sampling rate) of the GYRO data, preventing 
aliasing due to the introduction of the equilibrium Doppler shift.!

Ex: Applying BES PSF to GYRO Simulation Data!

€ 

δnsynthetic x, y,t( ) =
d2 ʹ′ x ψPSF x − ʹ′ x , y− ʹ′ y ( )δne

GYRO ʹ′ x , ʹ′ y ,t( )∫
d2 ʹ′ x ψPSF x − ʹ′ x , y− ʹ′ y ( )∫

channel	  “locaHon”	  



BES and CECE Fluctuation PSF Visualizations in 
(R,Z) Plane for ρ = 0.5 Simulation!



BES and CECE Fluctuation PSF Visualizations in 
(R,Z) Plane for ρ = 0.5 Simulation!

50%	  contours	  of	  BES	  and	  CECE	  PSFs	  



Synthetic Spectra Reflect Wavelength 
Sensitivities of Diagnostics!
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•  Black is unfiltered GYRO!



•  Black is unfiltered GYRO, red is synthetic BES/CECE!

Synthetic Spectra of Both Diagnostics 
Exhibit Significant Attenuation!
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Attenuation Frequency Dependencies 
Reflect Spatial Anisotropies of PSFs!

•  Large Doppler 
shift -> f ~ kZV0!

•  Leading BES 
PSF effect is to 
filter high |kR| -> 
weak frequency 
dependence!

•  Leading CECE 
PSF effect is to 
filter high |kZ| -> 
strong 
frequency 
dependence!
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BES PSF Primarily Impacts Radial 
Correlation Length at ρ = 0.5!

•  Find good agreement between synthetic results and experiment for both radial and poloidal 
correlation length!

–  Agreement in C(ΔZ) consistent with agreement in lab-frame power spectra!
•  Solid lines are Gaussians fit to experimental BES, synthetic BES and unfiltered GYRO 

output (fit gaussian*cos(k0ΔZ) for C(ΔZ))!
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Lab-Frame Spectra Comparisons Show GYRO in Excellent 
Agreement with BES, but Overpredicting CECE!
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Lab-Frame Spectra Comparisons Show GYRO in Excellent 
Agreement with BES, but Overpredicting CECE!
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Integrate	  spectra	  over	  40-‐400	  
kHz	  

to	  get	  self-‐consistent	  
comparison	  of	  

RMS	  fluctuaHon	  levels	  



•  Fluctuation levels determined via:!

GYRO RMS δne 
(autopower, all f) 

1.0% GYRO RMS δTe 
(autopower, all f) 

1.4% 

Quantifying RMS Fluctuation Levels at ρ = 0.5!
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•  Fluctuation levels determined via:!

GYRO RMS δne 
(autopower, all f) 

1.0% 

GYRO RMS δne 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

0.90% ± 0.015% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(autopower, all f) 

1.4% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(40-400 kHz) 

1.1% ± 0.057% 

Quantifying RMS Fluctuation Levels at ρ = 0.5!
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•  Fluctuation levels determined via:!

GYRO RMS δne 
(autopower, all f) 

1.0% 

GYRO RMS δne 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

0.90% ± 0.015% 

syn. BES RMS δne 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

0.55% ± 0.0077% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(autopower, all f) 

1.4% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(40-400 kHz) 

1.1% ± 0.057% 

syn. CECE RMS 
δTe (40 - 400 kHz) 

0.66% ± 0.024% 

Quantifying RMS Fluctuation Levels at ρ = 0.5!
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•  Fluctuation levels determined via:!

GYRO RMS δne 
(autopower, all f) 

1.0% 

GYRO RMS δne 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

0.90% ± 0.015% 

syn. BES RMS δne 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

0.55% ± 0.0077% 

expt. BES RMS δn 
(40-400 kHz) 

0.56% ± 0.1% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(autopower, all f) 

1.4% 

GYRO RMS δTe 
(40-400 kHz) 

1.1% ± 0.057% 

syn. CECE RMS 
δTe (40 - 400 kHz) 

0.66% ± 0.024% 

expt. CECE RMS 
δTe (40-400 kHz) 

0.4% ± 0.2% 

Quantifying RMS Fluctuation Levels at ρ = 0.5!
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One swindle:  Different Frequency Resolutions Used for 
Synthetic and Experimental Spectra!

•  Swindle: used low freq resolution (22 kHz) for syn. diagnostics, vs 2 kHz for expt.!
–  BES spectrum plotted with 10% uncertainty!

RMS δn 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

Expt.  
(2.5 kHz) 

0.56 

Sim (22 kHz) 0.55 
€ 

δn f( )
2



Increased Frequency Resolution Brings Out Finite Δn Structure 
of Synthetic Signals!

•  Swindle: used low freq resolution (22 kHz) for syn. diagnostics, vs 2 kHz for expt!
•  If we calculate synthetic spectra with double freq resolution, observe features well-

correlated with discrete n values!
–  Features robust with even higher resolution, but SNR decreases quickly!

RMS δn 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

Expt.  
(2.5 kHz) 

0.56 

Sim (22 kHz) 0.55 

Sim (11 kHz) 0.58 
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Increased Frequency Resolution Brings Out Finite Δn Structure 
of Synthetic Signals!

•  Swindle: used low freq resolution (22 kHz) for syn. diagnostics, vs 2 kHz for expt!
•  If we calculate synthetic spectra with double freq resolution, observe features well-

correlated with discrete n values!
–  Features robust with even higher resolution, but SNR decreases quickly!

RMS δn 
(40 - 400 kHz) 

Expt.  
(2.5 kHz) 

0.56 

Sim (22 kHz) 0.55 

Sim (11 kHz) 0.58 

Sim (5.6 kHz) 0.56 
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Using Δn=4 Gives Same Integrated Values as Δn = 8 with 
Smoother Lab-Frame Power Spectra but Same Transport!

•  For concreteness, compare spectra from 32-mode simulation 
with Δn=4 against 16-mode simulation with Δn=8!

–  Corresponds to BOUT.inp: ZPERIOD = 4 vs. ZPERIOD = 8 & doubling MZ!

16 
modes 

32 
modes 

χi/χgB 1.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 

χe/χgB 1.0 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.1 
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δne f( )
2

€ 

δTe f( )
2

Unfiltered	  GYRO	  spectra	  



Initial BOUT++ simulations of D3D L-mode edge predict fluctuations 
qualitatively consistent with BES and probe measurements  

[B. I . Cohen et al., Phys. Plasmas 20 055906 (2013)] 

•  Comparisons to 
BES use an analytic 
PSF, but still 
observe significant 
differences between 
filtered and 
unfiltered signals !
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Initial Synthetic Langmuir Probe Studies Find Te Fluctuations Can 
Significantly Impact Vfloat Results 

[B. Nold et al., New J. Phys 14 063002 (2012)]!

•  Langmuir probes measure floating 
potential Vfloat and ion saturation current 
Isat which are related to plasma 
quantities via sheath relationships such 
as!

•  Applying these relationships to a GEMR 
fluid edge simulation, Nold et al find Isat 
tracks ne well, but Vfloat and Vplasma have 
significantly phase shift!

•  Need to understand how this translates 
into particle flux, Reynolds stress 
measurements!

•  Also see P. Ricci et al., PoP 16 055703 
(2009) for very good synthetic Langmuir 
probe validation study!
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured plasma fluctuations from emissive and non-
emissive Langmuir probes in the SOL of ASDEX Upgrade. Detail of time
series (left) and conditionally averaged fluctuations (right). Top: density and
ion-saturation current (dashed); middle: plasma and floating (dashed) potentials;
bottom: electron temperature from equations (5) and (6).

5. Conditional sampling of probe characteristics

In this section, previous results from emissive probes are verified via an alternative method,
which resolves fluctuations in potential, electron temperature and density quasi-instantaneously
at the same position. This method has been proposed recently and is based on the conditional
sampling of characteristics from a slowly swept Langmuir probe [51]. Here, it is applied
for the first time to the high-temperature plasma in ASDEX Upgrade. Figure 5 shows time
windows of the high-frequency ion-saturation current fluctuations (Isat, top) together with the
raw current (I , middle) and voltage (V , bottom) of a slowly swept Langmuir probe near the
Isat measurement. Complete probe characteristics are obtained with a rate of 1 kHz using
the data acquisition system described in section 4. After conditional sampling, a full
characteristic is available every microsecond within a short time window around the trigger
time 1⌧ = 0 s. The trigger condition is 1.5 times the standard deviation � of the Isat fluctuations
on probe 2 and is indicated as a dashed red line at the top of figure 5. Around each trigger
event at t

i

, a short I –V trace is collected from the neighboring probe 6. From several trigger
events, a complete I –V characteristic can be reconstructed at each time lag 1⌧ with respect to

New Journal of Physics 14 (2012) 063022 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Synthetic Gas-Puff Imaging Applied SOLT Simulations of NSTX L-mode 
Consistent with Experiment 

[D. A. Russell et al., Phys. Plasmas 18 022306 (2011)]!

•  Calculate a synthetic intensity I = No*fA(ne,Te), where N0 is gas puff density 
(obtained from separate DEGAS2 simulation) and fA is a tabulated atomic 
emission function!

Holland/TTF2013 29	  shot and is indicated in the experimental ne and Te profile
data, to which the simulation reference profiles are fitted. We
linearly interpolate the synthetic intensity onto a grid corre-
sponding to the camera data and sample it at the same frame
interval as in the experiment !4 !s".

The neutral density profile N0!x" is a rapidly increasing

function of radius, negligible in the core !"r#0" and cur-
tailed abruptly at the limiter "r=10.5 cm. This increase in
N0 enhances blob brightness in the far SOL, despite the loss
of blob density and temperature to the divertor in the course
of radial propagation.

The absolute intensity of emission from the plasma is
not available from the GPI camera data !though it can be
calculated, in principle, from the simulation density and tem-
perature". However, telling comparisons of relative intensity
can be made. For example, the departure of average from
median intensity reveals the presence of relatively rare,
strong events, i.e., intermittently ejected blobs detected in the
far SOL, increasingly apparent with stronger drive strengths
!see Fig. 4".

We explored the sensitivity of the model and found that
varying $ !turbulence level" and the %sh!x" profile !L#" gave
us a reasonable degree of freedom to match the experimental
shot. The distribution of turbulent fluctuations entering the
SOL from the edge region is a function of the drive strength
$. Given that distribution, the location of the maximum me-
dian GPI intensity !and its width" is determined by the neu-
tral density profile and by the sheath absorption profile
%sh!"r" !which is uncertain because downstream plasma con-
ditions at the sheath itself are not measured". In the far SOL,
intensity diminishes with increasing radius despite increasing
neutral density and the GPI intensity grows more intermittent
with increasing "r, starting near the sheath entrance. !The
separation of mean from median intensity in Fig. 4 indicates
increasing intermittency, consistent with the increase in
skewness in the far SOL in Fig. 5." Since the simulations
place the maximum median emission intensities within 1 cm
of the corresponding maximum in the shot, it may be in-
ferred that %sh!"r" fairly locates the sudden decrease in par-
allel connection length with increasing radius in the outboard
midplane !as one moves away from the separatrix" for this
shot. The width of the emission profile may be similarly
fine-tuned to approximate that of the shot.

This crafted agreement $e.g., between Figs. 4!b" and
4!d"% does not establish that we have captured all the physics
responsible for the experimental intensity profile with our
model of sheath absorption, but it demonstrates the capabil-
ity to explore that and similar possibilities through GPI
comparisons.

For pressure fluctuations in the simulations, the skew-
ness passes through zero in the birth zone of the turbulent
fluctuations, as described in Sec. III. The skewness of inten-
sity fluctuations SI appears to share this property when com-
puted from the experimental data but not from the simulation
!see Fig. 5". However, the intensity data for the shot are
barely above noise inside the separatrix, due to low neutral
density, and it is difficult to ascribe a zero to the skewness
there with certainty. More reliable comparisons can be made
in the SOL.

In the SOL, SI is everywhere positive for the shot, while
for the simulation, it is negative on the core side of the
sheath entrance. All three curves rise to exceed unity where
blobs that can survive stronger sheath absorption are increas-
ingly intermittent, beyond the sheath entrance in the far SOL.

FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" Actual !NSTX, shot no. 112825" and !b" synthetic
SOLT GPI intensity images. The magnetic separatrix is at "r=0 in the
NSTX shot. Intensities are normalized by their respective global maxima
over the frame. The SOLT window is a subdomain !&1 /9" of the full simu-
lation !$=1.75&$0".
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!This is consistent with the separation of average and median
intensity profiles observed in Fig. 4."

We can offer a possible explanation for why the simula-
tion SI is negative in the near SOL. We observe from Fig. 1
that the electron temperature in the near SOL is greater in the
simulation than in the experiment. The atomic emission
function fA decreases with increasing Te for Te!E". Thus,
temperature fluctuations hotter than E" !28.16 eV" are anti-

correlated with intensity fluctuations; blobs hotter than E"

tend to make SI negative. Indeed, time-averaged tempera-
tures in the near SOL are higher in the simulation than in the
experiment #Fig. 1!b"$, yet edge temperature and density pro-
files have been lined up, so blob temperatures and densities
are similar at birth. To account for the temperature discrep-
ancy in the SOL, electron energy loss rates may be higher
there than we have assumed !such as enhanced sheath losses
or energy losses due to impurity radiation".

This section discussed properties of GPI intensity fluc-
tuations gleaned from point measurements, as a function of
radial location. The obvious “blobbiness” of the fluctuations
in Fig. 3 notwithstanding, no mention of blobs need have
been made. Next we compare shot and simulation GPI inten-
sity blobs with respect to radial distribution, width in the
poloidal !binormal" dimension, and velocity. We confine our
attention hereafter to “the simulation” #=1.75$#0. Of the
three simulations, the median and average intensity profiles
for this case appear to separate, with increasing radius be-
yond the sheath entrance, most like those of the shot !see
Fig. 4".

V. GPI BLOBS

A blob is a poloidally !y" localized excess of plasma
pressure in the outboard midplane region of the tokamak.20

About such maxima, the curvature and grad-B drifts induce
charge polarization in y and the resulting electric field gives
the blob a radially outward E$B drift velocity !vE". The
charge polarization is described by the #-term in Eq. !1".
Previous simulation studies found that such turbulent propa-
gating objects tend to be radially localized blobs in the pres-
ence of sheared zonal flows and radially extended streamers
absent such flows.27 In the present case of well developed
zonal flows in the simulation, the blobs are generally round
or poloidally elongated ellipses !Fig. 3".

FIG. 4. !Color online" Median !solid, red" and average !dots" GPI intensi-
ties, sampled over y and t !300 frames", vs radius for three drive strengths in
the SOLT simulations !a" #=2$#0, !b" #=1.75$#0, and !c" #=1.5$#0,
compared to !d" the GPI camera data for NSTX shot no. 112528. Error bars
denote root-mean-square deviation from the average. All data are normal-
ized to the maximum value of the median in each case.

FIG. 5. !Color online" The skewness of pressure fluctuations Sp !solid,
black" and of synthetic GPI intensity fluctuations SI !dashed, black" vs ra-
dius for the SOLT simulation with #=1.75$#0. SI for the NSTX shot
!dashed-dotted, red" is positive for %r!!2 cm.
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experiment.! Within the GPI intensity blob, the underlying
convection velocity can be complex, particularly for interact-
ing blobs. But in the textbook case of the isolated, round
density blob on a uniform-density background,39 the internal
flow is a vorticity dipole. The dipole centers "charge density
extrema: b̂ ·!!vE=!2"! move at the average velocity and
the outer edge is at rest with respect to the ambient plasma
"no slip!, so the total velocity midway between them, at the
center of the pressure blob, is greater than the average by
about a factor of 2. There is evidence for this simple dipole
picture, even in these strong-turbulent, many-blob simula-
tions with zonal flow "see Fig. 7!.

A consequence of the internal flow pattern is that the
radial convection velocity "vE!x is maximized, with respect
to y, along the spine "i.e., the line of poloidal symmetry! of
the simple blob. Thus, one might expect the convection ve-
locity at the intensity maximum "near the spine! to be greater
than the image velocity, for example, if the latter were sim-
ply a poloidal average over the extent of the blob. In any
case, 2D images of "vE!x are unavailable experimentally, so a
direct comparison of simulation and experiment requires an
analysis of intensity-blob image velocities.

To measure intensity-blob image velocities, a method for
extracting velocity flows from the image data set is required.
Particle image velocimetry is one such method that has been
employed in the literature.40 Here, we report on results using
the method of hybrid optical flow and pattern matching ve-
locimetry "HOP-V!, developed to measure GPI image veloci-
ties at NSTX.24 HOP-V assigns a velocity field to each GPI
frame by "i! solving the intensity continuity equation for an
initial approximation to the velocity "the “optical flow”

method! and "ii! refining the estimate by adjusting a dis-
placement field to maximize a correlation function between
successive intensity images "“pattern matching”!. The hybrid
method overcomes limitations of either method alone when
applied to coarsely resolved data. The algorithm has been
benchmarked on prescribed flows and images.24

HOP-V sacrifices spatial localization for accurate mea-
surement of high image velocities. Due to the interpolation
implicit in HOP-V and the temporal sparseness of the data,
the optical velocity at the intensity maximum is a poor mea-
sure of the underlying flow at that point. However, the algo-
rithm is particularly sensitive to sudden displacements and
accurate at measuring the maximum image radial velocity
"MIRV! in each frame "even if that velocity is associated
with a relatively faint intensity fluctuation!.

For the simulation, we plot the MIRV probability distri-
bution function "pdf! and the pdf of the radial component of
the convection velocity "vE!x of the brightest blob in each
frame, measured at the intensity maximum, in Fig. 8. HOP-V
accurately reveals the convection velocity of the brightest
blob in the frame because the intensity maximum is moving
with the greatest image velocity, on average, consistent with
the simple model of internal blob flow and suggested in
Fig. 7.

The MIRV pdf for the NSTX shot is also plotted in Fig.
8. The overall agreement between the simulation and NSTX
data is gratifying. The mean, standard deviation, and skew-
ness of the "NSTX, SOLT! MIRV distributions are "0.8, 1.2!
km/s, "0.4, 0.7! km/s, and "1.6, 1.3!, respectively. It is worth
noting that the "vE!x measured at the pressure maximum is
substantially different "about a factor of 2 larger! from that
measured at the intensity maximum "e.g., see Fig. 7!. Thus,
using a synthetic GPI diagnostic and subjecting both experi-
mental and simulation data to exactly the same analysis pro-
cedure "i.e., HOP-V! are important to obtaining the agree-
ment in Fig. 8.

FIG. 7. "Color online! A snapshot of the synthetic GPI intensity blob from
the SOLT simulation #Fig. 3"b!$ shown with contours of pressure fluctua-
tion, relative to the poloidal average "p! %p&! / %p& "positive: solid, white;
negative: dashed, white! and flow velocities with respect to the local zonal
flow vE! %vE& "black arrows!. % . . . & denotes averaging over y.

FIG. 8. "Color online! The distribution of the MIRV for the SOLT simula-
tion "solid, black! and for the NSTX shot "dashed, red! and the distribution
of the radial convection velocity "vE!x, measured at the intensity maximum
of the brightest blob in each frame of the SOLT simulation "dotted, black!.
All pdfs use 20 uniform bins.
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Take-away points!

•  Synthetic diagnostics represent a crucial step in 
performing quantitative (and sometimes even qualitative) 
code-experiment comparisons!

•  Implementing a synthetic diagnostic is actually fairly 
easy.  Implementing a good synthetic diagnostic requires 
close coupling with relevant diagnostic group to get 
accurate and complete incorporation of relevant physics!

•  Edge simulations like BOUT have many possibilities for 
impactful research in this area.!
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